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Executive Summary
This deliverable outlines structures and procedures of the ICTeEfS project with respect to its
management and communication. The main roles in the ICTeEfS project are the Project
Coordinator, the Project Management Board, and the Work Package Leaders. Project
Management describes roles and responsibilities, decision making and conflict resolution
strategy, reporting procedures and dissemination. Communication channels describe the
communication facilities used in the project. This document concerns the Project
Management and Communication Plan prepared for the project. It provides all partners of the
project with a summary of the project, its rationale, aims, objectives, plan and schedule as
outlined in the project proposal form. Its main purpose, however, is to define the general
organisational and management aspects, the operating procedures, resources and criteria
adopted for the development and the monitoring of the project under the EU Grant
Agreement. Its intention is to provide the information or references to the information that is
needed to facilitate the management, the monitoring of the overall progress and the
communication between project partners and the European Commission.
The document details
1. the general organisation of the ICTeEfS project, including the management structure,
the roles and activities of the partners, the work packages as in accordance with the
Grant Agreement;
2. the outline of project procedures including work packages, review process and
conflict resolutions
3. the management and other related guidelines issued by the Project Coordinator
4. the managerial meetings’ reports and their assessment
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ICTEEFS Consortium & Project Overview
ICTeEfS Consortium

EU Program Countries
Frederick University, Cyprus (Coordinating Institution & Grant Holder)
University of Crete
Regional Center of Expertise in Education for Sustainable Development, Crete
Indonesian Partners
Gadjah Mada University
Indonesia University of Education
Malaysian
Open University of Malaysia
University of Sciences Malaysia
University of Technology Malaysia
Vietnamese Partners
Ho Chi Minh International University
University of Social Sciences and Humanities
Project rationale
One of the most visible side-effects of Asia’s rapid growth has been environmental damage.
Recent climate-related disasters in the region show that Asian policy makers must act now to
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protect their citizens and mitigate and reverse the impacts of climate change to secure
sustainable growth for the future. A way to rise to these challenges is through education for
sustainability (EfS). While there is commitment of Asian leaders for EfS along with their
concern for the implementation of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the real change
makers are the teachers in the classroom.
Malaysia, Indonesia and Vietnam are among the Asian countries, whose teaching force needs
training to address the challenges posed by ICTs, climate change and other environmental
threats. On the one hand, faculties of education need to reconstruct their study programs by
integrating ICT-enabled Education for Sustainability (ICTeEfS) and, on the other hand, they
have to capitalize on the potential of such technologies in advancing EfS to all subject inservice teachers. ICT literacy and rapidly growing availability of ICT infrastructure in the
PCs makes the integration of ICT in the curriculum of teacher education programs and inservice training inevitable. However, integration of ICT does not merely mean an addition of
ICT as a subject or tool. It implies changes about teaching and learning and requires
comprehensive and integrative planning of the ICT-enabled EfS in teacher education.
Our needs analysis indicated that ICT teacher training programs in the partner countries often
focus on the mechanics of ICT use rather than on ways to design curricular applications that
would take advantage of the potential of ICT to bring about changes in the teaching and
learning process and the curriculum. ICT coordinators have a huge responsibility in
managing ICT matters, including the facilities, hardware and software, monitoring ICT
activities, but much less on contributing to teachers’ professional development due to their
lack of relevant training. It is thus a great challenge to tackle this problem and turn ICT
coordinators into effective education leaders locally.
Most in-service training efforts are of short duration workshops (of 3 or 5 days), which act
more as ad-hoc ‘orientation’ opportunities rather than sustained capacity-building processes
of orienting teachers to EfS. There are also disparities within the partner countries, in
particular, between rural-urban areas that affect the accessibility of teachers serving rural
areas to their professional development. There is thus need for: 1) a shift of the current
teaching/learning, mostly focusing on transmissive pedagogies to more constructivist and
transformative pedagogies and 2) an alternative in-service teacher professional development
program enabled by blended learning, taking into consideration all these gaps, barriers and
neglected issues.

Project Objectives
Taking into consideration all the challenges and shortages described in the rationele, the
proposed project aims at developing an ICT-enabled capacity-building program to in-service
teachers and teacher educators and turn them able to use innovative teaching methodologies
and pedagogies orienting to education for sustainability (EfS). The specific objectives are the
following:
1. Support the development of the faculties of education in partner universities to align
curriculum, teaching, learning and research with the area of education for
sustainability.
2. Build capacity of academic staff at the faculties of education that will turn them able
to contribute to the development, implementation and evaluation of a wide ICTenabled in-service teachers training program on education for sustainability.
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3. Develop an efficient, cost-effective, decentralized, multiplier and innovative inservice teacher professional development program enabled by blended learning,
focusing on the integration of education for sustainability across school curricula.
4. Develop innovative teaching, learning and curriculum materials in the form of a
multilingual e-Toolkit addressing the integration of education for sustainability in
teaching, learning and curriculum.
5. Develop a Euro-Asian Network of ICT-enabled Education for Sustainability to
strengthen cooperation in the field of ICTeEfS and replicability of produced outputs
and outcomes.
Expected Changes
The ways in which the situation set out under the rationale will be changed can be described
as follows:
First, the ICTeEfS project will establish mechanisms at each partner country to contextualise
ICT in Education for Sustainability (EfS) filling an existing gap that prevents policies
towards building a more sustainable society, nationally and regionally.
Second, Faculties of Education in the partner countries’ institutions will have integrated
education for sustainability themes in courses related to teaching methodology and
curriculum, filling the current gap between school knowledge and real-life problems.
Third, there will be a shift from teacher-centered to student-centered instructional/learning
designs enabled by ICTs, responding to the PCs educational reform initiatives. Merging ICTs
with critical reflective pedagogies will enable target groups to see technology as a tool that
can empower them to address real-life problems related to environment, society, economy
and culture conducive to their country and region.
Fourth, teachers take investigative roles that help them discover and construct new
understandings and knowledge. That, is, turning teachers able to reflect not only on their
previous values and beliefs but also on the ethics dimension of teaching.
Fifth, by using participatory and collaborative learning approaches to teaching, learning and
curriculum, trained teachers will expose positive attitudes to common efforts and collegiality,
which were missing before.
Sixth, ICT coordinators, instead of putting most of their efforts to maintenance of ICT
hardware and teaching about technology, there will shift to function as human resources able
to carry out district/school-based teachers’ capacity building to advance EfS in teaching,
learning and curricula.
Key Outputs
Major Sustainable Program Outputs are:
•
•
•
•
•

Project website/portal
Guidelines for strengthening stakeholders' inputs
ICTeEfS standards and competences framework contextualized in each PC
Training materials/modules and methodologies (e-books & ICTeEfS multilingual eToolkit)
Course curricula infused with ICTeEfS
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•
•
•

Trained teacher educators (50-60); ICT coordinators (700-1000); Subject/other
teachers (6000); Administrative staff (100)
Euro-Asian Network of ICT-enabled Education for Sustainability
ICT-blended learning labs/e-Learning Platform
Publications of ICTeEfS results (30-40 publications in academic journals, conference
proceedings, collective volumes)

Work Packages and Deliverables
WP1 (MNGT): Project Management & Communication
D1.1 Kick-off meeting & Consortium Agreement
D1.2 Project Management & Communication Plan
D1.3 Biannual Progress Report
D1.4 Project Final Report
WP2 (PREP): Situation/SWOT Analysis and Stakeholders’ Inputs
D2.1 Conducting needs and knowledge assessments
D2.2 Stakeholders’ survey for ICTeEfS-teaching competences
D2.3 ICTeEfS teaching standards and competences framework
WP3 (DEV): Setting-up the ICTeEfS In-service Training Infrastructure
D3.l Selecting subject areas and setting learning objectives for ICTeEfS
D3.2 Teacher trainee selection and school-district centers
D3.3: ICT-Blended Learning Laboratories/Tools for ICTeEfS
WP4 (DEV): Design and Development
D4.1 Mapping courses to be revised
and developed for ICTeEfS
D4.2 Infuse ICTeEfS education in teacher education curricula
D4.3 Develop pre/in-service ICTeEfS course syllabi and course modules
D4.4: Develop the multilingual ICTeEfS e-Toolkit
D4.5: Validation and accreditation of courses, training modules and e-Toolkit
WP5 (DEV): Implementing the ICTeEfS In-Service Teacher Training Programme
D5.1 ICTeEfS train-the-teacher educator
D5.2 ICTeEfS train-the-ICT Coordinator
D5.3: ICTeEfS teacher training supported by ICT coordinators
WP6 (QPLN): Monitoring and Quality Assurance
D6.1 Internal monitoring and quality assurance strategic plan & reports
D6.2 External monitoring & quality assurance plan & reports
WP7 (DISS): Dissemination, Valorisation & Sustainability
D7.1: Dissemination, valorisation and sustainability strategic plan
D7.2: Project’s Website and associated social media
D7.3: Disseminating ICTeEfS e-Toolkit
D7.4: Euro-Asian Network of ICTeEfS teachers
D7.5: Int. Conference; activities; publications/achievements/good practices
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Overview of Indicators
☒
Short term impact

Multi-stakeholder
involvement in the
elicitation of
ICTeEfS
competences
Feedback from

Target
groups/potential
beneficiaries

Quantitative indicators

Number of participants
Students; Teaching
in each target group:
staff;
1000 students; 60
administrative/heads;
teaching staff; 20
Key experts in the field; administrative/heads;
ICT coordinators
100 professionals; 1500
ICT coordinators
Students; Teaching
Number of strengths,

SWOT analysis for
ICTeFS design and
development

staff;
weaknesses,
administrative/heads;
opportunities and
Key experts in the field;
threats
ICT coordinators

Training needs
identified and
justified

Teaching staff, ICT
coordinators, teachers

Number and type of
identified needs
Number and type of
trainees involved; 60

Trainees selected

Teaching staff, ICT
coordinators

teaching staff; 700-1000
ICT coordinators;

Qualitative indicators

Quality of questionnaires;
taking ownership of the
project; distributional
leadership; fruitful
feedback and inputs

Quality of SWOT
analysis;
Meaningful feedback
from target groups
Method of assessing the
needs; cover of multiple
needs

Quality and relevance of
criteria for selection

Teaching staff; pre/inICTeEfS standards

service teachers;

Number of teaching

and competences

administrative heads;

criteria/standards

framework

external stakeholders
from community

(projected to 120)

coaching and
mobile mentoring

& mobile mentors (150-

received; Interactions are

subject and other

200) involved;

predominantly

teachers

Frequency of
interventions

facilitative, regularly and
collaboratively
Quality of training;
Trainee’s satisfaction;

Number of teacher
Teacher educators

educators trained
(Projected 50-60)
Number of courses

Course curriculum
revision to address

ICTeEfS and PCs
needs/contexts

ICT coordinators,

Readiness to start
university course
curriculum revision
to infuse ICTeEfS

and competences to

Number of peer coachers Quality of the feedback

Capacity building
integrates peer

Relevance of standards

Students; Teaching

revised (60-75);
Measurement of impact

inclusiveness of course
curriculum revision in
terms of ICTeEfS
Relevance to real
environmental, social and
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ICTeEfS standards
and competences

staff

on students’
performance
Number of ICT

Readiness to start
school course

ICT coordinators,

curriculum revision subject and other
to infuse ICTeEfS

Availability of
equipment for the
blended learning
activities

Pre/in-service teachers
(ICT coordinators,

equipment installed;

subject & other

Number of visits to the

teachers); Teacher
educators

Learning Management
System (LMS)

Students (preservice
teachers); In-service

(duration) for

teachers (ICT
coordinators, subject &
other teachers)

Students (pre-service
teachers); In-service
Wide awareness of
the ICTeEfS
programme

Uploading of
ICTeEfS
products/outcomes

(Projected 700-1000);
Number of subject/other
teachers trained
(Projected to 6000)
Number and type of

teachers

Adequate time

practice

coordinators trained

teachers; Teaching
staff; Academia;
Organisations;
Industry; Community,
etc.

Frequency of practice
measured by time

Number of visits to
Website; Flyers &
brochures distributed;
Number of publications
(30-40), events (8-10),
workshops,
presentations (10-15),
etc.

Students; Teaching
staff; ICT teachers;
Subject/non-subject

Number and frequency

teachers; Academia;

of downloading

Organisations;
Euro-Asia Network
Industry; Community,
of ICTeEfS and
RCEs
etc.
Global Network.

Quality of training;
Trainee’s satisfaction;
ICTeEfS infused in course
curricula and teaching
practices
Reliability of the
equipment; Navigation
and interactivity of the
LMS
Allowing for
experimentation and risktaking; sufficient time to
collaboratively reflect,

on the project
website/portal; the

economic needs in the
PCs.

outputs/outcomes.

discuss, look at student
work and share strategies
and difficulties in
implementing new
knowledge.
Reliability and usability of
the Website & server;
Regularity of updates;
Information flow and
level of communication
Increased interest in the
ICTeEfS products; Wide
awareness of project
results; Improved
ICTeEfS
teaching and learning;
Quality of the materials
uploaded. Regularity of
updates

Target
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Long term impact

groups/potential
beneficiaries

Teaching staff
widely apply

Pre/in-service teachers

ICTeEfS into their

(ICT coordinators,

teaching using

subject & other

innovative
pedagogical
methods
Transversal skills
(e.g. 10Cs for 21st

teachers); Teacher
educators

century) integrated

subject & other

into all subject
areas.

teachers); Teacher
educators

Changes in

Students; Teaching

classroom practice

staff

Quantitative indicators

Number of target groups
in adopting innovative
teaching methods to
ICTeEfS

Pre/in-service teachers
(ICT coordinators,

Qualitative indicators

Enhancing transformative
change at the personal
and societal level.

Depth of infusion in terms
of learning outcomes and
Number of 10Cs

civic engagement for an

developed

environmentally just
society.
Teaching staff and
students exhibit
innovative skills in
Quantification of shifts
student teaching and
from teacher-centered to assessment; Students
student-centered
become more critical
pedagogies; Types of
thinkers; Leadership
practice; Leadership
types evidenced
roles/types;
(strategic, operational;
distributive); Active
learning practices

Pre/in-service teachers
ICTeEfS expanded
in

(ICT coordinators,

other faculties of

subject & other

education.

teachers); Teacher
educators

Number of Faculties of

The 2030 Agenda
PCs population,
for SDGs in PCs has decision makers and
reached its target.
constituents

Target groups’

Education integrating the satisfaction and human
infusion of ICTeEfS into
their curricula.

agency in terms of civic
engagement.

% of waste, emissions
and poverty reduction;
accessibility to
education, health
services, etc.

People’s wellbeing; Green
growth; sustainable
consumption; natural
capital remains for future
generations
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Project Management

Figure 1. ICTeEfS management structure
Distribution of Roles
Project Coordinator
Project Coordinator is the official link between the ICTeEfS project and the European
Commission. The PC will set up a ICTeEfS Project Office. On behalf of the Project
Coordinator the ICTeEfS Project Office will handle all financial and other operational
matters of the project. The main responsibilities are:
•
•

manage the delivery and the flow of administrative and financial documents;
manage the release of deliverables and reports to the Commission;
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•
•

organise all project meetings (i.e. sending interim reports, meetings minutes, etc.)
seeking to minimize time and expenses;
maintain a high level of communication within the consortium.

The Project Management Board
The Project Management Board consists of one delegate from each partner (the contact
person) and is chaired by the Project Coordinator. The PMB has the following
responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•

The PMB is the formal decision-making body of the consortium.
Quality Monitoring: The PMB decides on the acceptance/rejection of deliverables
Conflict Resolution: If necessary, the PMB will resolve conflicts by majority voting
Coordination of internal and external project activities
Assessment of the progress of the entire project (comparison planned vs. realized
work) and taking corrective actions, if necessary.

The PMB meets at least once a year and will be chaired by the PC. Additional PMB meeting
may be called by the PC, or at request of partners. Decisions will be taken by consensus
whenever possible; only in case of conflict decisions will be taken by voting. Each partner
will have one (1) vote and majority (2/3) of votes will be needed. Video conference or emeetings might be used whenever possible to reduce travel expenses. In addition, the PMB
will monitor the technical direction of the project, approve all major technical decisions,
decide and approve any budget variances.
Work Package Management (WPM)
The Work Package Leaders are the experts who manage the individual work packages (WP).
The WP leaders will also coordinate the contributions of the respective WPs to the annual
project review reports and the final project report. WP meetings and inter-WP meetings will
be arranged when it is deemed necessary and will be combined with PMB meetings if
possible. In order to facilitate this, all WP leaders are also PMB delegates.
Under the coordination of the PC, WP leaders will be in charge of:
•
•
•

Leading technical progress in order to ensure the WP goals are met on time and
within budget restrictions.
Having the expected deliverables on time
Ensuring efficient communication within the participants in the WP and between WPs

Conflict Resolution Strategy
The conflict-handling philosophy of the consortium is in the first place based on prevention.
In case a conflict arises, it will immediately be tackled at the lowest possible level and, at the
same time, brought to the attention of the PC. If necessary, the PMB will resolve conflicts by
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simple majority voting. With these conflict avoidance and resolution mechanisms in place, it
is expected that decision making will for the most part occur on a consensual basis. Also,
issues related to protect intellectual property will be settled out. In general, the products
produced will be the property of those partners which have contributed to them. The degree
of ownership will depend on the degree of contribution to the product.
The QA and Risk Management
The Risk Management Plan lists potential risks that may occur during the project lifecycle.
Early identification of these potential risks to the project will help project management team
to help to elaborate appropriate solutions and adjustments in time. In general, internal and
external risks as well as other issues that might affect the progress of the project are also
critical to be addressed. Risk is a measure of the inability to achieve overall project objectives
within defined cost, schedule, and technical (performance and quality) constraints. Each WP
leader will report to the Project Coordinator any risk situation that may affect the
accomplishment of the objectives properly and in time. In these cases, the Project
Management Board (PMB) will be consulted. The PMB will establish plans to reduce the
impact of risk occurring. Responses may include:
Based on the analysis of the likelihood/probability and consequences of a risk event, risk
ratings can be assigned as of: Low, Moderate, or High (Figure 3). Low risk has little or no
potential to obstacle the project’s planning and implementation. Moderate risk may cause
some problems such as, disruption of schedule, or degradation of performance and/or quality,
and thus special action and management attention may be required to control acceptable risk.
Finally, high risk is likely to cause significant disruption of schedule, or degradation of
performance and/or quality. To avoid such an event, significant additional interventions are
required to control acceptable risk.
Risk Analysis
List factors that could pose a risk to the project’s success, assess their likelihood and
severity, and detail the action you will take to prevent them from happening (or manage
them if they if they occur).
Risk Description

Probabilit
y (P)
1–5
(1 = low
5 = high)

Severity
(S)
1–5
(1 = low
5 = high)

Risk
Score
(PxS)

Detail of action to be taken
(mitigation / reduction /
transfer / acceptance)
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Risk

Probab.

Impact

Low/
medium/
high

Low/
medium
/ high

Counter-measures

Impact
• High – Risk that has the potential to greatly impact
project cost, project schedule or performance
• Medium – Risk that has the potential to slightly impact
project cost, project schedule or performance
• Low – Risk that has relatively little impact on cost,
schedule or performance

Impact

Figure 3: Risk rating

H
M
L
L M
H
Probability

Each major risk (those falling in the Red & Yellow zones) will be assigned to a project team
member for monitoring purposes to ensure that the risk will not “fall through the cracks”. For
each major risk, one of the following approaches will be selected to address it:
Avoid – eliminate the threat by eliminating the cause
Mitigate – Identify ways to reduce the probability or the impact of the risk
Accept – Nothing will be done
Transfer – Make another party responsible for the risk (buy insurance, outsourcing, etc.)
For each risk that will be mitigated, the project team will identify ways to prevent the risk
from occurring or reduce its impact or probability of occurring. For each major risk that is to
be mitigated or that is accepted, a course of action will be outlined for the event that the risk
does materialize in order to minimize its impact. Possible risk indicators are in the project. A
template for responding to risks is the following.
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Responding to Risk Worksheet
Risk

Mitigation Strategies

List of the risks

List each of the mitigation
strategies chosen for each risk

Implementation
Who will be responsible
to carry out the
mitigation strategies

Risk Handling and Monitoring
After the project’s risks have been identified and assessed, the approach to handle each
significant risk must be developed, using appropriate monitoring and techniques for handling
the emergent risks. The person responsible for implementing and tracking risk handling is the
PC and the WP leaders. Risk monitoring systematically tracks and evaluates the performance
of risk-handling actions. It is part of the Project Coordinator’s task and the Work Package
Leaders’ function and responsibility.
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Communication Strategy

How Communication Works
Before we dive into strategy, let's establish a baseline for understanding communication.
Merriam-Webster defines communication as "a process by which information is exchanged
between individuals through a common system of symbols, signs, or behavior." Essentially,
it's the process by which we share information, ideas, and intentions with each other. For the
purposes of this project, since the persons involved come from different socio-cultural
backgrounds, it is of critical importance to consider the other’s cultural perspectives
regarding the following three types of communication:
•

Verbal communication: The way we speak, whether in a formal setting or through a
casual conversation.

•

Written communication: Considering how frequently we use emails, text messages,
and social media to communicate well through writing is a vital skill.

•

Behavioral communication: Sometimes, gestures, appearance and facial expressions
may mean different things for different people. Learn the others’ norms for this type
of communication.
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Communication Strategy and Tools
The strategy to carry out communication between the managerial bodies and all those
involved in the ICTEEFS project is based on the following model. The project coordinator
and the local coordinator along with the institutional coordinators will constitute the core
body for communicating:
1) All issues related to the design, development, implementation and assessment of the
project
2) Function as the channels for communicating with Work Package Leaders
3) Communicating the problems, risks and other issues related to the smooth
development of the project
Based on our previous experiences and working together with most of the ICTEEFS partners
in previous projects, this strategy seems to be very effective as it eliminates delays and
distributes responsibilities effectively. In particular, this communications strategy shows how
effective communications can:
1. help us achieve our overall organisational objectives
2. engage effectively with stakeholders
3. demonstrate the success of our work
4. ensure people understand what we do
5. change behaviour and perceptions where necessary
The key tools to be used include e-mails, Skype/Zoom meetings whenever possible, and tools
such as the Community of Practice and LMS platform. Some templates through which we
gather communication inputs related to project deliverables are the following: a) a biannual
report template; minutes template for the managerial meetings, the periodic PC reporting
activities and the dissemination activities, described in relevant deliverables. For
16

communication purposes the following model can be used to facilitate the process and reach
the desirable outcomes.

Communication Strategies for Peer-reviewing Activities
PARTNER COUNTRIES PEER-REVIEWING DISCUSSION GROUPS

G
1

UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY SCIENCE MALYSIA

PEER-REVIEWER
OPEN UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA

Names and e-mails of syllabi/modules
authors

Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers
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2

OPEN UNIVERSITY MALYSIA
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

UNIVERSITY SCIENCE MALAYSIA
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

3

UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY MALAYSIA

UNIVERSITY SCIENCE MALAYSIA

Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

UNIVERSITY GAYIA MADA

INDONESIA UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

Names and e-mails of syllabi/modules
authors

Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

5

INDONESIA UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

UNIVERSITY GAYIA MADA
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

6

HO CI MINH INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND
HUMANITIES
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

4
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7

UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND
HUMANITIES
Names and e-mails of syllabi/modules
authors

HO CI MINH INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

PROGRAMME COUNTRIES PARTNERS & EXTERNAL PEERREVIEWING DISCUSSION GROUP

G
1

2

UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY SCIENCE MALYSIA

PEER-REVIEWER
FREDERICK UNIVERSITY

Names and e-mails of syllabi/modules
authors

Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

OPEN UNIVERSITY MALYSIA
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

FREDERICK UNIVERSITY
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers
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3

UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY MALAYSIA

FREDERICK UNIVERSITY

Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

UNIVERSITY GAYIA MADA
Names and e-mails of syllabi/modules
authors

EXTERNAL (HELIOPOLIS UNIVERSITY
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT)
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers
Prof. Omar Ramzy
Omar.ramzy@hu.edu.eg

5

INDONESIA UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

FREDERICK UNIVERSITY
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers

6

HO CI MINH INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules authors

EXTERNAL (HELIOPOLIS UNIVERSITY
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT)
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers
Prof. Omar Ramzy
Omar.ramzy@hu.edu.eg

4
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7

UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND
HUMANITIES
Names and e-mails of syllabi/modules
authors

EXTERNAL (HELIOPOLIS UNIVERSITY
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT)
Names and e-mails of syllabi/course
modules reviewers
Prof. Omar Ramzy
Omar.ramzy@hu.edu.eg

Reporting Strategies
Reporting includes: 1) approval of deliverables; 2) biannual project management meetings;
and 3) biannual progress reports. The strategies for the approval of deliverables is based on
the Quality Assurance Task Group consisted of the Project Coordinator, the institutional
coordinators and the external evaluators. For the biannual project management reporting, a
template has been developed that will be used. Similarly, for biannual progress reports
another template has been created to elicit partners’ progress on deliverables.
TEMPLATE FOR MANAGERIAL MEETINGS REPORTS

Meeting/Project
Name:
Date of Meeting:
(DD/MM/YYYY)

Time:

Meeting
Facilitator:

Location:

1. Meeting Objective

2. Attendees

Name

Partner Institution

E-mail

Phone
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3. Meeting Agenda
Time

Theme
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4. Pre-work/Preparation (documents/handouts to bring, reading material, etc.)
Description

Prepared by

3. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues
Topic

Partner

Time

Partner

Due Date

4. Action Items
Action

5. Next Meeting (if applicable)
Date:
(DD/MM/YYYY)

Time:

Location:

Objective:
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ICTEEFS BIANNUAL ACTIVITY REPORT
[Insert Partner Institution Name]
[Insert period]

Progress Against Milestones
[Insert key milestones achieved to date
Insert key activities/outputs undertaken/occurred during the period covered]

Variations
[Insert milestones missed/delayed and likely impact on the project
Justify variations occurred]

Current Problems & Risks
[Insert problems and risks occurred during the period covered and any remedial actions taken]

Anticipated Problems & Risks
[Insert any anticipated problems and risks that may hinder the project progress as well as any
suggestions to remedy them]
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Additional Information of Notable Achievements
[Provide additional information including the impact and value of the work achieved]

Details on Capacity Building
Number of academic staff from the partner country’s Higher
Education Institutions (professors, assistants with teaching tasks, etc.) Male
trained/retrained to the date of the report submission:
Female
Number of non-academic staff from the partner country’s Higher
Education Institutions (librarians, staff from the International Office,
Male
IT specialists, etc.) trained/retrained to the date of the report
submission:
Female
Number of staff from the partner country’s non Higher Education
Institutions (enterprises, NGOs, Chambers of Commerce,
Male
Government, local administration, etc.) trained/retrained to the date of
the report submission:
Female
Number of students from the partner countries who have attended
programmes/courses developed in the framework of the project to
Male
the date of the report submission:
Female

Communication Strategy- Achievements
[Provide information on the dissemination of the project results]

Communication Strategy- Forthcoming
[Provide information on how you intend to communicate the results of the project in the next
period]

Management Guidelines
PROCEDURES FOR PURCHASING EQUIPMENT
In the following table, as well as in the attached file, you will see the budget of equipment allocated
each partner university in Egypt and Jordan together with what this budget will be spent. Pay
considerable attention to the following and come back to me with your comments by 20th of March at
the latest.
The following revised budget for equipment has been approved by the programme officer in Brussels.
The prices are indicative. The final ones will be based on the competitive offers from at least three
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different companies in the local market. No changes will be allowed to the types of equipment in the
following table. The items can change based on the final best price offered. In your call for tenders,
you do not disseminate the prices listed in the table, but only the items.
IMPORTANCE NOTICE

In the event of purchase of equipment over €25.000, the provisions set under section 3.2.5
'Award of Contracts' of these Guidelines will apply. Even in case that your actual budget for
equipment will be a bit less than €25.000, you are asked to follow the tendering procedure.
Not any purchase of equipment will be finalised by any partner before sending all the
required documents to the Coordinating Institution, to the attention of Nikos Larios (you will
receive e-mail address) and without the approval of the General Coordinator.
You have to take action now for the tendering. The process must be finalised within three
months. Take also procedures for the computer lab that will be exclusively used for the
ICTEEFS programme. There must be no split of the budget equipment. It is good if all
partners in each partner country cooperate to avoid differences in prices in the same country.
Be aware of the exclusion of tax.
3.2.5 Award of Contracts and Tendering procedure
3.2.5.1 Background
In addition to the provisions set out in Article II.9 and Article II.10 of the General Conditions
of the Grant Agreement, where the value of a contract awarded in accordance with those
Articles is over EUR 25.000 and less than EUR 134.000, the beneficiaries shall launch a
tendering procedure and obtain competitive offers from at least three suppliers and retain the
one offering best value for money, observing the principles of transparency and equal
treatment of potential contractors and taking care to avoid conflicts of interests. Where the
estimate value of a contract to be awarded in accordance with those Articles exceeds EUR
134.000, national legislation will be applicable.
Please note that the beneficiaries may not split the purchase of equipment into smaller
contracts below the threshold in order to avoid launching a formal tendering procedure.
The points mentioned below are a quick guidance to help the beneficiaries when preparing
their tendering procedure.
It is provided for guidance purposes only and its content is not intended to replace
consultation of the applicable rules or the necessary advice of an expert, where
appropriate.
3.2.5.2 General Guidance to prepare a tendering procedure
When it comes to tendering a key aim of each beneficiary institution is to purchase the most
qualitative equipment/services/supplies at the best price (sound financial management) while
also ensuring that the required equipment/services/supplies are made available within agreed
timeframes.
Tender specifications are mandatory and instrumental in achieving this goal.
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Tender specifications describe what the beneficiary institution is going to buy. The quality
of the description determines not only the quality it will get, but also the price that it will pay.
It is also particularly important to ensure total consistency between the tender specifications
and the other tender documents (i.e. the invitation to tender, draft contract and various
annexes).
The tender specifications must always indicate (see explanation under section 3.2.5.3):
the exclusion and selection criteria that must be fulfilled by tenderers (analysis of the
tenderers)
the award criteria and their relative weighting (analysis of the quality and price)
the technical requirements, i.e. the technical specifications (including, whenever relevant,
the minimum technical requirements)
The following general requirements should also be followed as principles:
the description must be comprehensive, clear, precise and transparent
the tender specifications must ensure equal access to tenderers (equal treatment and nondiscrimination) and must not have the effect of creating unjustified obstacles to competitive
tendering (widest competition possible)
the choice of the criteria described above (exclusion, selection and award) has to be
proportional in relation to the subject and the value of the purchase
Sound financial management
Establishment of an evaluation committee
Each tendering procedure must contain at least the following elements:
Invitation to tender
Tender specifications
Minutes of the tender opening
Tender evaluation report from the evaluation committee
Commercial offers
Etc.
Please note that the beneficiaries must clearly document each tendering procedure and
retain all the documentation in particular for audit purposes in accordance with Article
II.27 of the General Conditions of the Agreement.
3.2.5.3 Specific Guidance to prepare a tendering procedure
When preparing the tender specifications, the beneficiaries should make sure to address all
the issues underlined below:
Information on tendering
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The information provided in this part of the tender specifications is of a more administrative
nature. It addresses issues such as:
participation in the procedure (access to the market)
contractual conditions
joint tenders
subcontracting
content and period of validity of the tenders
identification of tenderers (legal capacity and status)
etc.
Title, purpose and context
The title should, as much as possible, be short and precise and refer to the subject of the
contract. It must be used consistently throughout the documents issued during the procedure.
The beneficiaries have to provide with as much background information and (Internet based)
reference documents as possible. This will help avoiding potential unequal treatment of
tenderers.
The technical specifications
The technical specifications describe what the beneficiary's institution is going to buy.
The description should be comprehensive, clear and precise. Providing tenderers with the
fullest possible information is the only way to avoid possible unequal treatment.
It should include the characteristics and technical requirements of the products, services or
materials to be ordered, considering the purpose for which they are intended by beneficiary's
institution. These characteristics may include:
the quality levels
the levels and procedures of conformity assessment
safety or dimensions, including, for supplies, the sales name and user instructions, and, for
all contracts, terminology, symbols, testing and test methods, packaging, marking and
labelling, production procedures and methods
delivery and payment terms
warranty service and technical support conditions
etc.
In marginal cases where it is not possible to provide a sufficiently detailed and intelligible
description of the subject of the contract, the description must be followed by the words "or
equivalent".
The duration of execution of tasks must also be specified. It is recommended to include the
period of approval of deliverables in the period of execution of the tasks.
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Estimate value of the contract
The estimate value of the contract must be specified. Indeed, it is essential that interested
economic operators are perfectly aware about the size of the contract they are competing for.
Evaluation and award of the contract
This part of the tender specifications describes the evaluation process and specifies the
different types of criteria which will be applied to decide on the award of the contract:
the exclusion criteria allow the beneficiary to determine whether an economic operator is
qualified to participate in the tendering procedure.
the selection criteria is to allow the beneficiary to determine whether a tenderer has the
financial, economic, technical and professional capacity necessary to carry out the work and
in principle they relate to their past experience. Selection criteria are not exhaustive and are
general in nature. They must be drafted in a non-discriminatory manner that is consistent with
the purpose and complexity of the future contract.
finally, the award criteria will allow the beneficiary to choose the best tender out of those
submitted by tenderers which are not excluded and which meet the selection criteria. Award
criteria deal with the quality and price of the tender, without ever going back to the capacity
of the tenderer or its past performance.
The award method will be the "best value for money" meaning that the winning tender is
the one offering the best quality/price ratio, taking into account the criteria announced in the
specifications.

PAY ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING
Compared to the equipment as specified in the original application, minor adaptations in
terms of quantity and product in the purchased equipment can be accepted without prior
authorisation provided that the budgetary ceilings are respected, the corresponding equipment
items are eligible, the modification can be justified and is related with the project objectives.
In case of significant changes of the equipment to be purchased compared to the equipment
as specified in the original application, prior written authorisation from the Agency should be
given during project implementation.
In any case of doubt the coordinator shall contact the Agency and ask for prior written
approval based on clear justifications. It is however the responsibility of the coordinator to
ensure that in case approval is given, the purchased items comply with the eligibility criteria
since the verification of the eligibility of the specific equipment items will only be carried out
following the submission of the final report.
The total expenses for Equipment may not exceed 30% of the maximum grant as specified in
Article I.3 of the Agreement, excluding the 10% flexibility as referred in section 3.1.2.
Supporting documents:
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For the purpose of any financial evaluation and/or audit, beneficiaries will have to retain
with the project accounts the following supporting documents:
Invoice(s) and bank statement(s) for all purchased equipment (please note that order
forms, pro-forma invoices, quotations or estimates are not considered as proof of
expenditure).
When the threshold of EUR 25.000 is exceeded and below EUR 134.000, documentation
on the tendering procedure and three quotations from different suppliers.
When the threshold of EUR 134.000 is exceeded, documentation on the tendering
procedure applied according to national legislation.
Proof that the equipment is recorded in the inventory of the institution.
The beneficiaries may not split the purchase of equipment into smaller contracts below the
threshold.
In addition, the declared costs must be identifiable and verifiable, in particular being recorded
in the accounting system of the beneficiary. Furthermore, the equipment must be properly
registered in the inventory of the institution concerned.
With the exception of the elements described in the shaded box below, supporting
documents should not be sent with the Final Financial statement. At final reporting stage,
the Agency will take note of the expenses on the basis of the final financial statements (list of
expenses) sent by the coordinator (see Annex VI of the Agreement - "Final Financial
statement") and will examine these expenses in detail to verify their eligibility. If there are
doubts on any particular point, the Agency may request to provide all the supporting
documents.
The following documents must be provided with the Final Financial statement:
For equipment with a total value of more than EUR 25.000, a copy (not original) of the
invoice(s) and the competitive offers must be sent as supporting documents.
Any prior authorisation from the Agency
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WORK PACKAGES &
DELIVERABLES

OUTCOMES & INDICATORS

WP1
FU

(MNGT): Project Management
& Communication
D1.1 Kick-off meeting &
Consortium Agreement
D1.2 Project Management &
Communication Plan
D1.3 Biannual Progress Report
D1.4 Project Final Report

• Kick-off meeting and setting-up project management
bodies and work package teams, managerial meetings,
consortium agreement, etc. till m2
• A template for project management/communication
and biannual reporting available till 3
• Biannual reports by involved universities till m36
• Minutes and reports from managerial meetings till
m36

WP2
UGM

(PREP): Situation/SWOT
Analysis and Stakeholders’
Inputs
D2.1 Conducting needs and
knowledge assessments
D2.2 Stakeholders’ survey for
ICTeEfS-teaching
competences
D2.3 A ICTeEfS teaching
standards and competences

• About 100 key representatives from various
stakeholders are interviewed till m4
• 1000 students/preservice teachers, 1500 ICT
coordinators, 100 professionals representing various
stakeholders participate in the "Voice of the Client"
survey till m4
• ICTeEfS teaching standards and competences
framework uploaded till m6
• Feedback from the external stakeholders about
student's performance during practice

EXPECTED INPUT
FROM FU SUPPORTING
GROUP

STAFF INVOLVED
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framework

• Report on guidelines for strengthening stakeholders'
inputs

WP3
USM

(DEV): Setting-up the ICTeEfS
In-service Training
Infrastructure
D3.l Selecting subject areas
and setting learning objectives
for ICTeEfS
D3.2 Teacher trainee selection
and school-district centers
D3.3: ICT-Blended Learning
Laboratories/Tools for
ICTeEfS

• Equipment specified and call for tenders published till
m4
• ICT-blended learning laboratories available in each
institution till m12
• 50-75 courses from the Faculties of Education are
revised till m15
Training materials in the form of toolkits are prepared
for the training sessions digitised and uploaded in the
Website till m18
• New pedagogical methodologies compatible with
ICTeEfS are introduced into teaching, learning and
curriculum development till m18
• 150-200 Peer coaches and mobile mentors are trained
• Uploading the Online Community of Practice is used
for supporting staff training needs till m36
• Report on the instalation of the ICT-blended
laboratories
• Roadmap and report on the procedures for the
internal validation and accreditation process

WP4
FU

(DEV): Design and
Development
D4.1 Mapping courses to be
revised and developed for
ICTeEfS
D4.2 Infuse ICTeEfS
education in teacher education
curricula
D4.3 Develop pre/in-service

• Validation and accreditation of the revised courses in
each institution till m16
• The train-the-teacher educator programme and its
assessment till m17
•
• The train-the-ICT coordinators programme till m26
• The wide inservice teacher training till m36
• ICTeEfS courses and e-Toolkit are disseminated till
m36
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ICTeEfS course syllabi and
course modules
D4.4: Develop the multilingual
ICTeEfS e-Toolkit
D4.5: Validation and
accreditation of courses,
training modules and e-Toolkit

• Course syllabi and course modules uploaded
• Compliance with EU curriculum standards

WP5
OUM

(DEV): Implementing the
ICTeEfS In-Service Teacher
Training Programme
D5.1 ICTeEfS train-theteacher educator
D5.2 ICTeEfS train-the-ICT
Coordinator
D5.3: ICTeEfS teacher
training supported by ICT
coordinators

• About 3000 inservice teachers are projected to be
trained by ICT coordinators on ICTeEfS through blended
learning till m36
• Evaluation reports of the piloting of the a number of
courses revised
• Teaching staff and student satisfaction reports Report
and publications on the pilot assessment outcomes

WP6
UOC

(QPLN): Monitoring and
Quality Assurance
D6.1 Internal monitoring and
quality assurance strategic plan
& reports
D6.2 External monitoring &
quality assurance plan &
reports

• Monitoring visits, peer-reviews, self-assessments,
external reviews implemented till m36
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WP7
HMIU

(DISS): Dissemination,
Valorisation & Sustainability
D7.1: Dissemination,
valorisation and sustainability
strategic plan
D7.2: Project’s Website and
associated social media
D7.3: Disseminating ICTeEfS
e-Toolkit
D7.4: Euro-Asian Network of
ICTeEfS teachers
D7.5: Int. Conference;
activities;
publications/achievements/good
practices

• Project webstes installed till m2
• Strategic plan for monitoring and quality assurance of
project delivwrables till m3
• The Euro-Asian Network for ICTeEfS Teachers
uploaded till m36
• The ICTeEfS is widelly disseminated through flyers,
social media, scienntific writing, conference
preentations, international networks till m36
• Report on visits in the Official website till m36
• Data on dissemination activities, presentations in each
partner institution, participation in national, regional
and international conferences, publications, especially
in free-accessed international journals
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Partner staff cost reporting
WORK PACKAGES
Staff
Cate
gory
1,2,3
,4

Month start-end ➔
Deliverables ➔
P1 Frederick
University Staff

WP1

WP2

WP3

WP4

WP5

WP6

WP7

Project
Managem
ent &
Communi
cation

Situation
SWOT
Analysis
&
Stakehol
ders
inputs

Setting-up
the
ICTeEfS
Inservice
Training
Infrastructure

Design &
development

Implement
The ICTeEfS
In-service
Teacher
Training

Monitoring
& Quality
Assurance

Dissemination,
Valorisation
& Sustainability

1-36

1-3

3-36

3-12

5-12

14-36

1-36

D:1-4

D:5-7

D:8-10

D:11-14

D:15-17

D:18-19

D:20-24

No of D
(Days)

No of D
(Days)

No of D
(Days)

No of D
(Days)

No of D
(Days)

No of D
(Days)

No of D
(Days)

Total
days

Daily
salary

Total
Staff
cost

Cofinance
cost

Subtotal

P2 University of
Crete Staff
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Subtotal

P3 RCE Crete Staff

Subtotal

P4 University Science
Malaysia Staff

Subtotal

P5 Open University
Malaysia Staff
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Subtotal

P6 University
Technology Malaysia
Staff

Subtotal

P7 Indonesia
University of
Education Staff

38

Subtotal

P8 University Cadjah
Mada Staff

Subtotal

P9 International
University Staff

Subtotal

P10 University of
Social Sciences and
Humanities Staff

39

Subtotal

TOTAL
Staff

Total per WP
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MANAGERIAL MEETINGS’ REPORTS
1st Managerial Meeting & Training Workshop Agenda & Minutes

ICT-enabled In-service Training of Teachers to Address Education for Sustainability
(No. 598623-EPP-1-2018-1-CY-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP)
st

1 Managerial Meeting & Training Workshop 4-7 July, 2019
University Technology Malaysia, Johor
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Meeting/Project
Name:

1st Managerial Meeting & Training Workshop

Date of Meeting:
(DD/MM/YYYY)

4-7th July 2019

Time:

09:00am17:00pm

Meeting
Facilitator:

Prof. Dr. Vassilios Makrakis
& Prof Dr. Nelly Kostoulas

Location:

Pulai Springs,
Johor, Malaysia

1. Meeting Objective

The main goal of the first managerial meeting and regional workshop was to review the
current progress of the ICTeEfS in light of the forthcoming second bi-annuall report. Specific
objectives were to discuss the development of the faculties of education in partner
universities to align curriculum with the area of education for sustainability. Particular
emphasis was placed on the framework suitable to support the integration of sustainability
elements in the curriculum.

2. Attendances
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1st MANAGERIAL MEETING AND TRAINING WORKSHOP JOHOR MALAYSIA MINUTES

3. Meeting Agenda

Day 1: 4th July, 2019
09:30-10:00

Registration

10:00-11:00

Welcome

11:00-13:00

Session 1: Overview of the ICteEfS Project Progress
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11:00-11.30

ICTeEfS Project Achievements & Task Planned for 2019
Prof. Vassilios Makrakis, Frederick University, Project Coordinator

11:30-12:00

Discussion

12:00-13:00

Managerial Issues: Reporting activities, potential problems and impacts (Each
partner has 10 minutes available)

13:00-13:30

Risk analysis and strategies

13:30-15:00
15:00-17:00
15:00-15:15

Lunch
Session 2: Peer-Reviewing the Selected Undergraduate Courses and Concepts
Malaysian Partner Universities- Reviewed by Prof. Nelly Kostoulas (University of
Crete)
Indonesian Partner Universities- Reviewed by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick
UniversityUniversity)
Vietnamese Partner Universities- Reviewed by Dr. Aravella Zachariou (Frederick
University)
Workshop 1: Applying the DeCoRe plus methodology for course revision
Monitored by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick University)

15:15-15:30
15:30-15:45
15:45-17:00

Day 2: 5th July, 2019
09:00-11:00
09:00-9:30
9:30-11:00

Session 3: The CARE Methodology for Developing Student-Driven Learning
Activities
Introducing the CARE Methodology Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick
University)
Workshop 2: Practicing the CARE Methodology for Developing ICTeEfS
Student-Driven Learning Activities Monitored by Prof. Nelly Kostoulas
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(University of Crete)
11:00-11:30

Coffee Break

11:30-12:00

Reporting on Workshop 2

12:00-12:30

Discussion

12:30-13:30

Session 4: Preliminary Results of the ICTeEfS Stakeholders’ Surveys
Malaysian Partner Universities- Prof. Munirah Ghazali (University Sciences
Malaysia)
Indonesian Partner Universities- Prof. Ali Mohammed (Indonesian Education
University)
Vietnamese Partner Universities- Prof. Hoang Mai Khanh (University of Social
Sciences & Humanities)

12:30-12:45
12:45-13:00
13:00-13:15
13:15-13:30

Discussion

13:30-15:00

Lunch
Assessing the Impact of Malaysian Stakeholders‘ Inputs on the CompetenceBased Framework - Prof. Zaleha Ismail (University Technology Malaysia) & Prof.
Widad Othman (Open University Malaysia)
Assessing the Impact of Indonesian Stakeholders‘ Inputs on the CompetenceBased Framework- Prof. Nanung Agus Fitriyanto (University Gadjah Mada) and
Prof. Mohammad Ali (Indonesian University of Education)
Assessing the Impact of Vietnamese Stakeholders‘ Inputs on the CompetenceBased Framework- Prof. Pham Hua (International University) and Prof. Hoang Mai
Khanh (University of Social Sciences & Humanities)
Coffee Break
Workshop 3: Identifying the Stakeholders‘ Inputs on the ICTeEfS Teacher
Standards and Competencies Framework- Monitored by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis
(Frederick University)

15:00-15:30

15:30-16:00

16:00-16:30
16:30-17:00
17:00-18:30
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Day 3: 6th July, 2019
09:00-13:00
09:00-09.30
09:30-11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-13:00
13:00-13:30
13:30-15:00
15:00-17:00
15:00-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-16:30
16:30-17:00
17:00-18:30
18:30-19:00

Session 6: Applying the Identified Stakeholders’ Inputs on the Teachers’
Standards and Competences Framework
Presenting the Stakeholders’ Inputs- Prof. Munirah Ghazali
(University Sciences Malaysia)
Workshop 4: Presenting the ICTeEfS Experts’ Inputs: Prof. Nelly
Kostoulas (University of Crete); Dr. Aravella Zachariou (Frederick
University)
Coffee Break
Workshop 5: Applying the Stakeholders’ and ICTeEfS Experts’
Inputs on the Teachers’ Standards and Competences Framework
Monitored by Prof. Nelly Kostoulas (University of Crete)
Discussion
Lunch
Session 7: Managing Staff Employment and Purchase of Equipment
Malaysian Partner Universities- Reviewed by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick
University) and Nikos Larios (University of Crete)
Indonesian Partner Universities- Reviewed by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick
University) and Nikos Larios (University of Crete)
Vietnamese Partner Universities- Reviewed by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick
University) and Nikos Larios (University of Crete)
Coffee Break
Workshop 6: Rules and procedures for staff employment and purchase of
equipment Nikos Larios (University of Crete)
Discussion

Day 4 : 7th July, 2019
09:00-13:00

Session 8: The ICTeEfS Communication, Reporting and Virtual Training
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11:00-11:30

Environment
The ICTeEfS Communication Media and Dissemination Prof.
Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick University) & Nikos Larios (University
of Crete)
The ICTeEfS Reporting Environment Prof. Vassilios Makrakis
(Frederick University) & Nikos Larios (University of Crete)
The ICTeEfS Virtual Training Environment Prof. Vassilios
Makrakis (Frederick University) & Nikos Larios (University of Crete)
Coffee Break

11:30-13:00

Workshop 7: Using the Resources

13:00-15:00

Lunch
Workshop 8: Closing and Assessing the ICTeEfS 1st Managerial Meeting and
Workshop Prof. Zaleha Ismail (University Technology Malaysia)

09:00-10.00
10.00:-10:30
10:30-11:00

15:00-17:00

4. Pre-work/Preparation (documents/handouts to bring, reading material, etc.)
Description

Prepared by

Participants from all partner Universities were asked to
prepare ppt presentations for selected sessions and
workshops during the meeting. UTM prepared some printed
reading materials, hand-outs and sharing soft copies of task
templates.

All participants

Partners were asked to bring all the draft Joint Declarations
for the staff employed for the period 15/1/2019 to 31/12/2019.
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5. Agenda and Notes, Decisions, Issues
Topic

Partner

Time

ICTeEfS Project Achievements & Task Planned
for 2019
All institutions managed to distribute and collect surveys from
ICT coordinators in their region to elicit ICTeEfS competencies
from ICT coordinators and pre-service teachers.
Many institutions have successfully approached local
stakeholders to cooperate in disseminating the survey forms.
Malaysia used online google form to get teachers and preservice teachers to complete the survey.

Prof Makrakis

Day 1
11.00
am12.00pm

Managerial Issues: Reporting activities, potential problems and
impacts

Day 1
Malaysian,
12:00amIndonesian &
Vietnamese Partner 13:00pm
Universities

Each partner institution reported on their progress. WP2 has
been completed by all partner institutions. For Malaysian
institutions, only Prof Munirah from USM reported on behalf of
Malaysian institutions. Prof. Vassilios Makrakis, Frederick
University, the Project Coordinator from time to time gave
input to each presentations.
Preliminary Results of the ICTeEfS Stakeholders’ Surveys

Day 2
12.30pm13.30 pm

All partners have submitted the results of the survey prior the
meeting in Johor
Purchase of Equipment

Malaysian,
Indonesian &

Day 3
15:00pm-
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On the first day of the meeting, Prof Makrakis announced in a
few days time the first 25% of the budget will be released to all
partner institutions. Instead of releasing 50%, Brussel has
made this change by releasing only 25% of the budget in the
first cycle. This change will affect the way each institution will
spend in particular in the purchase of equipment. However
everyone was relieved with the announcement since they
have spent their own money to cover the expenses for the
meeting in Cyprus and this meeting in Johor.

Vietnamese Partner 16:30pm
Universities

Day 3
Malaysian,
15:00pmIndonesian
&
There were lots of inquiries about purchasing equipment. It
16:30pm
seemed that the legal terms vary from one country to another. Vietnamese Partner
Universities
It was emphasized prior to purchase it is required to obtain
quotations from 3 companies.

Malaysian partners voiced out that they would like to replace
tablets with laptops. Prof Makrakis advice to provide clear,
written justifications for approval from Brussell. It was
highlighted that we could not change the amount of allocation
for the purchase of equipment. The specifications of the
machines should be comparable with the amount of money
allocated such that we will get proper machines.
It is important that all the equipment are placed in one room
and give priority to be used for this project.
USM, UTM and OUM has agreed to set up a Smart lab using
the funds provided by this project. OUM will be handling the
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whole tender process. Based on the documents, one of the
items provided are 25 tablets. However, tablets are not widely
used in Malaysia; not as much as desk tops or laptops. The
smart lab will be equipped with desktops while the working
group i.e. the trainers will be provided with laptops.
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Managing Staff Employment
Every partner must prepared Joint Declarations for the staff
employed for the period 15/1/2019 to 31/12/2019.

Day 3
Malaysian,
15:00pmIndonesian &
Vietnamese Partner 16:30pm
Universities

Prof Makrakis emphasized that only staff who will have
contracts are eligible to be part in Johor meeting. Having a
contract, it also means that you work for the activities related
to Work Packages. Staff payments will be made to incurred
activities in line with the specific Work Packages

6. Action Items
Action

Partner

Due Date

Need to complete and submit the deconstruction of all
undergraduate courses

Every participants

18th
July
2019.

Prepare and submit bi-annual report

Every institution

18th
July
2019.

Every institutional coordinator must send the names and emails of the participants in Johor, the ppt presentations and
the updated mapping of the courses to be revised. It is
required to state the type of the course (e.g. core or general)
and the expected number of students to attend it in the
coming academic year.

All institutional
coordinator

18th
July
2019.

All partners should continue the work of deconstruction of the
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course that each partner university has selected in Johor,
using the attached template.
The deadline for submission is 18th July 2019.

7. Next Meeting (if applicable)
Date:
(DD/MM/YYYY)
Objective:

10-13 January 2020

Time:

09:00am17:00pm

Location:

Bandung, Indonesia

To design and revise the content of undergraduate courses by integrating ICT driven sustainability in
education base on De corte and care methodology.
To develope modules for each undergraduate courses that include ICT-driven learning activities
associated with SDG.
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2nd Managerial Meeting and Training Workshop, Bandung Indonesia
A. Location & Time
The 2nd Training & workshop of ICTefS project has been hosted by Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia in Bandung, Indonesia
from 10 to 13 January, 2020.
B. Objective of The Workshop and Training
The workshop & training aimed was to review ICTeEfS project achievement, preparing task planned for 2020, set up training
program design, and developed academic document needed in ICTeEfS project. The specific objectives were:
1. Ensure that the research activities carried out were in accordance with the guidelines given in this ICTefS research
project
2. Identified potential problem that faced by each university partner
3. Presented achievement of the tasks given previously (ICTefS 1st Training & workshop in Johor, Malaysia)
4. Developed Lesson Plans on Students-Driven Learning Applying the CARE Methodology
5. Developed Revised Undergraduate Courses that infused by the Student-Driven Lesson Plans
6. Established ICT-blended Learning Lab/Tools and Learning Management System
7. Developed In service Teacher Training program design and Centers for Training
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C. Agenda of The 2nd Training & Workshop of ICTefS

9th, January, 2020
Organisational Meeting
In this pre-workshop meeting devoted to organizational issues
attendance will be only for the Project Coordinator (Vasilios
Makrakis), the Assistant Project Coordinator (Nelly Kostoulas) and
staff from the Indonesian University of Education (Hosting University).

Day 1: 10th January, 2020
09:30-10:00

Registration

10:00-11:00

Welcome

11:00-13:30

Session 1: Overview of the ICteEfS Project Progress
ICTeEfS Project Achievements & Tasks Planned for
2020
Prof. Vassilios Makrakis, Frederick University, Project
Coordinator
Discussion

11:00-11.30
11:30-12:00
12:00-13:00

Managerial Issues: Reporting activities, potential problems and
impacts (Each partner has 10 minutes available).

13:00-13:30

Risk analysis and strategies

13:30-15:00

Lunch
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15:00-17:00
15:00-15:15
15:15-15:30
15:30-15:45

15:45-17:45
17:45-18:45

Session 2: Presenting 2nd Peer-Reviewing Feedback of Revised
Undergraduate Courses Applying DeCoRe plus Methodology
Malaysian Partner Universities- Nikleia (OUM), Chrysanthi &
Victoria (Frederick University)
Indonesian Partner Universities- Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick
University) & Dr. Aravella Zachariou (Frederick University)
Vietnamese Partner Universities- Prof. Nelly Kostoulas (University
of Crete) & Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick University)
Workshop 1: Applying 2nd Peer-Reviewing Feedback by Partners’
Universities Monitored by Prof. Munirah Ghazali (University Science
Malaysia), Prof. Pham Hoa (Ho Chi Minh International University) &
Prof. Mohammad Ali (Indonesian University of Education)
Reporting and Discussion

Day 2: 11th January, 2020
09:00-11:30

09:00-10:00

10:00-10:30

Session 3: Lesson Plans on Student-Driven Learning
Applying the CARE Methodology
Presenting the Malaysian Lesson Plans- Prof. Munirah
Ghazali (University Science Malaysia), Prof. Zaleha Ismail
(University Technology Malaysia), Prof. Widad Othman
(Open University Malaysia).
Presenting the Indonesian Lesson Plans- Prof.
Mohammed, Ali & Prof. Rini Solihat (Indonesian Education
University) & Prof. Nanung Agus Fitriyanto & Prof. Wan
Sharipahmira Mohd Zain (University Gadjah Mada)
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14:00-15:30

Presenting the Vietnamese Lesson Plans- Prof. Hoang
Mai Khanh (University of Social Sciences & Humanities) &
Prof. Pham Thi Hoa (International University)
Presenting Frederick University and University of Crete
Lesson Plans- Nelly Kostoulas, Aravella Zachariou,
Chrysanthi Kadji, Nikleia Eteokloous, Victoria Pavlou &
Nikoletta Christodoulou
Coffee Break
Session 4: Infusing the Student-Driven Lesson Plans into
the Revised Undergraduate Courses
Workshop 2: Malaysian Partner Universities- Monitored
by Prof. Munirah Ghazali (University Sciences Malaysia)
Workshop 3: Indonesian Partner Universities- Monitored
by Prof. Mohammed Ali (Indonesian Education University)
Workshop 4: Vietnamese Partner UniversitiesMonitored by Prof. Pham Thi Hoa (International University)
Lunch

15:30-16:30

Reporting and Discussion

16:30-18:00

Workshop 5: Reflections of the Revised Courses and
Developed Lesson Plans in Light of the Teacher
Standards and Competences Framework. Monitored by
Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick University) and Prof.
Nelly Kostoulas (University of Crete)

10:30-11:00

11:00-11:30
11:30-12:00
12:30-14:00
12:30-14:00
12:30-14:00
12:30-14:00

Day 3: 12th January, 2020
09:00-13:00

Session 6: Establishing ICT-blended Learning Lab/Tools
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09:00-09.30

09:30-11.00
11:00-11:30

11:30-13:00

and LMS
Presenting the ICTeEfS Blended Learning
Environment Prof. Vasilios Makrakis
(Frederick University)
Presenting the Procedures for Establishing
ICT Labs bat Partner Universities- 10’
presentation of actions by each partner
University
Coffee Break
Workshop 6: Organising Participation and
Actions Using the ICTeEfS Online
Community of Practice & LMS. Monitored
by Prof. Widad Othman & Prof. Norazzila
Shafie (Open University Malaysia),

13:00-13:30

Reporting and Discussion

13:30-15:00
15:00-17:00

Lunch
Session 7: Organising Inservice Teacher Training and
Centers for Training
Workshop 7: 1st) Finalising on the trainee (ICT
coordinators) selection, the district centers and the
blended training methods and 2nd) Deciding on the
structure and content of in-service teacher training.
Monitored by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis, Prof. Munirah
Ghazali (University Science Malaysia), Prof. Widad Othman
(Open University of Malaysia), Prof. Nanung Agus Fitriyanto
(University Gayia Mada), Prof. Rini Solihat (Indonesian
University of Education) and Prof. Pham Thi Hoa (Ho Chi

15:00-16:30
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Minh International University)
16:30-17:30

Reporting and Discussion

Day 4: 13th January, 2020
09:00-13:00
09:00-10.00
10.00:-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-13:00
13:00-15:00
15:00-17:00

Session 8: Managing Staff Employment and Traveling
Presentations by Malaysian Partner
Universities
Presentations by Indonesian Partner
Universities
Presentations by Vietnamese Partner
Universities
Coffee Break
Workshop 8: Reviewing the documents in light of the
rules and procedures for staff employment and travelling.
Monitored by Prof. Vassilios Makrakis (Frederick
University) and Prof. Nelly Kostoulas (University of Crete)
Lunch
Closing and Assessing the ICTeEfS 2nd Managerial
Meeting and Training Workshop
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D. List of Participants ICTefS 2nd Training & Workshop
Participants
Name

Partner Institution

E-mail

Phone

Vassilios Makrakis

Frederick University

makrakis@edc.uoc.gr

+30
6436863831

Nelly Kostoulas

University of Crete

nkostoula@edc.uoc.gr

+30
6936694212

Aravella Zachariou

Frederick University

aravella@cytanet.com.cy

Niklea Eteokleous

Frederick University

n.eteoleous@frederick.ac.c
y

Nikoletta Christodoulou

Frederick University

n.chistodoulou@frederick.a
c.cy

Widad Othman

Open University Malaysia

widad@oum.edu.my

+60 19-750
2352

Zahari Hamidon

Open University Malaysia

zahari_hamidon@oum.edu.
my

+60 11 3604
6924

Hamidah mat

Open University Malaysia

Hamidah_mat@oum.edu.m
y

Norazzila Shafie

Open University Malaysia

norazzila@oum.edu.my

+60 12-301
3677

Mohd Lokman Abdullah

Open University Malaysia

mohdlokman@oum.edu.my

+60 19-731
3885

OO Cheng Keat

Open University Malaysia

oochenkeat@oum.edu.my

Viet Dung Trinh

Vietnam National University

viet.trinh@hcmiu.edu.vn

Bui Doan Danh Thao

Vietnam National University

bddthao@hcmiu.edu.vn

Nguyen Dinh Hung

Vietnam National University

ndinhhung@hcmiu.edu.vn
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Vu Hoa Ngan

Vietnam National University

vhngan@hcmiu.edu.vn

Nguyen Hong Lan

Vietnam National University

nhlan@hcmiu.edu.vn

Luu Van Thanh

Vietnam National University

lvthanh@hcmiu.edu.vn

Hoang Maik Khanh

VNU-USSH Ho Chi Min City

mainkhanhhoang@hcmuss
h.edu.vn

Tran Thanh Huong

VNU-USSH Ho Chi Min City

tranthanhhuong@hcmussh.
edu.vn

Ha Van Tu

VNU-USSH Ho Chi Min City

havantu@hcmussh.edu.vn

Nguyen Hoang My Lan

VNU-USSH Ho Chi Min City

mylannh@hcmussh.edu.vn

Nguyen Thi Phuong Hao

VNU-USSH Ho Chi Min City

haonlibra@gmail.com

Pham Thi Hoa

Vietnam National UniversityR

pthoa@hcmiu.edu.vn

+84 98 274
1207

Zaleha Ismail

University Technology
Malaysia

p.zaleha@utm.my

+60 12-770
2490

Zakiah Mohamad Ashari

University Technology
Malaysia

zakiahma@utm.my

+60 12-594
8173

Norazrena Abu Samah

University Technology
Malaysia

norazrena@utm.my

+60 19-710
3903

Nurul Farhana Jumaat

University Technology
Malaysia

nfarhana@utm.my

+60 17-737
2320

Norfarah Wahidah Abd
Rahman

University Technology
Malaysia

nfwahidah@utm.my

+60 17-356
3347

Rosmawati Ismail

University Technology
Malaysia

Rosmawati.ismail@gmail.c
om

Mohammad Ali

Universitas Pendidikan
Indonesia

Emaa.laith@upi.edu

+62 812-1389
9933

Cepi Riyana

Universitas Pendidikan
Indonesia

cepi@upi.edu

+62 8156057-496

+84 98 274
1207
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Rini Solihat

Universitas Pendidikan
Indonesia

rinisolihat@upi.edu

+62 818 0223
9696

Laksmi Dewi

Universitas Pendidikan
Indonesia

laksmi@upi.edu

+62 813 2098
6609

Gema Rullyana

Universitas Pendidikan
Indonesia

gemarullyana@upi.edu

+62 897 1685
371

Dadi Mulyadi

Universitas Pendidikan
Indonesia

dadimulyadi@upi.edu

+62 821 2199
3949

Irfan Dwi Prijambada

Universitas Gajah Mada

Irfan.prijambada@mail.ugm
.ac.id

+62 813 2901
2952

Hatma Suryatmojo

Universitas Gajah Mada

hsuryatmo@ugm.ac.id

Nanung Agus Fitriyanto

Universitas Gajah Mada

nanungagusfitrianto@ugm.
ac.id

Lisna Hidayati

Universitas Gajah Mada

Lisna.hidayati@ugm.ac.id

Azri Faisal Nabhan

Universitas Gajah Mada

azri.faisal@ugm.ac.id

Ratri Bilqis Auwi

Universitas Gajah Mada

Azri.faisal@ugm.ac.id

Munirah Ghazali

University sains Malaysia

munirah@usm.my

+60 19-578
2525

Aidiahmad Dewa

University sains Malaysia

aidiahmad@usm.my

+60 16-472
7035

Mazlan Hanafi bin
Basharudin

University sains Malaysia

mazlan@usm.my

Mohd Zohir Ahmad

University sains Malaysia

zohir@usm.my

Rabiatul Adawiyah

University sains Malaysia

r_adawiah@usm.my

Nooraida Yakob

University sains Malaysia

nooraida@usm.my

+62 878-3858
3484

+62 818-267548

+60 13-439
3622

+60 19-479
2432
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E. List of Attendees ICTefS 2nd Training & Workshop
1. List of Attendess in Pre-workshop & Training Meeting (9 January, 2020)
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Figure 2. ICTeEfS 2nd Traing & Workshop, Bandung Indonesia
2. List of Attendees in Training & Workshop (10 -13 January 2020)
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F. Minutes of the 2nd Training & Workshop of ICTefS
On 9 January 2020 there was agenda pre-workshop meeting devoted to organizational issues, attendance was Project Coordinator (Prof
Vasilios Makrakis), the Assistant Project Coordinator (Prof Nelly Kostoulas) and staff from the Indonesian University of Education
(Hosting University).
In this first day (10 January 2020), session was begin with The ICteEfS Project Progress. Project coordinator was remind all
university partner about the objectives of the 1st Managerial Meeting & Workshop and also the indicators that achieved. Then continue to
ensure about 2nd Managerial Meeting & Train-the-Trainer Workshop objectives and indicators that should be achieved: 1) 2nd Biannual
Report end of January 2020; 2) 70 teacher education courses selected for revision were being deconstructed and reviewed internally and
externally; 3) Construction and reconstruction process started and be finished by March 10th 2020; 3) Reconstructed courses will go to
internal and external reviewing up to April 10th 2020; 4) Validation and accreditation of constructed courses by July 2020; 5) Learning
activities are constructed on the basis of the SDGs framework delivered and discussed in Bandung workshop; 6) Learning activities will
be elaborated based on the CARE methodology and infused into the reconstructed courses up to April 10 th 2020; 7) 50-60 teacher
educators trained by June 2020 ; 8) A multilingual e-toolkit and other training materials developed by May 2020; 9) Establish ICT Labs
started and finished by September 2020; 10) Establish a Blended Learning Management System in every partner University by 15 th
February 2020; 11) Integrate reconstructed courses into the Blended Learning Management System by July 2020; 12) Start
implementation of reconstructed courses and assessment based on the DREAM methodology from September 2020 onwards; 13) About
1500 ICT coordinators identified. Action plan for in-service training discussed in Bandung; 14) Plan for the 3 rd Managerial and Training
Workshop in Yogyakarta, Indonesia; 15) Plan for the 4th Managerial and Training Workshop in Vietnam.
In this phase also discussed about specific agreement on some up coming task. About the training material and it’s implementation: 1)
Modules that’s develop is in three language; 2) LMS should be develop by each university partner; 3) implementation of program depend
of semester that courses was held. About the equipment & financial issue: 1) equipment purchases are carried out little by little and
should follow guidelines because evaluator very strike to equipment used and purchase; 2) mechanism of equipment change should be
follow the guideline and in this case organized by OUM; 3) each partner flexible to used budget for different things, for example travel
cost pay by personal first and research budget for those can used to buy equipment first and staff cost given for one year in the end of
year as reimbursement; 4) students from partner university that have position as staff administrative allow to get staff cost and the budget
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follow the guidelines. About the report: 1) 7WP technical report (Managerial and Training) will use Google drive (each partner university
has it’s own) and developed by USM and it used for visibility and accountability of data for evaluator; 2) Project coordinator stressed
that all university partner should work as a team when develop the report,; 3) keep all document that used until next 5 years; 3)
information about time to preparing the intermediate report by April 2020.
Follow up those session was Peer-Reviewing Feedback of Revised Undergraduate Courses Applying DeCoRe plus Methodology.
Reviwers from Frederick University (Dr Nikleia, Dr Aravella, Prof. Vassilios Makrakis) and University of Crete (Prof. Nelly Kostoulas)
give notes for each university partner about task applying DeCoRe plus Methodology. Started review for Malaysian partner university,
followed by a review for Indonesia partner university and Vietnamese partner university. Important point shared from reviwers were: 1)
Some partner university was deconstructed the course was quite analytic; 2) Each educators should keep in mind to consistent link point
objective, content; and learning activities; 3) focus to construct the courses, infuse SDGs and use ICT as tools explicitely; 4) Try to
understanding about learning theory and used it when designing learning activities of the courses, use community based learning
approach.
In the end of this phase, all university partner were reminded again about The DeCoRe plus Methodology process, directed continue
develop syllabus and extended syllabus for course choosen, and design the modules. Syllabus and Modules template also the example of
each were shared at that time.
In 2nd days (11 January 2020), meeting was started by session of Lesson Plans on Student-Driven Learning Applying the CARE
Methodology. In this phase, all university partner asked to pick one course as an example and develop lesson plan that’s revised by
applying the CARE Methodology. Prof. Vassilios Makrakis was lead the workshop, he begin with shared example of lesson plan from
one of his course, Learning Media and Hypermedia. From the example, known that the university educator should connect SDGs context
in real life and course content, supported by new technology. Course was design using transformative learning process. Workshop was
started with choosing course that’s not much directly contribute to achieve sustainable development goals. After that each university
partner was try to frame learning outcomes of each course, and presented the result. Presentation was started respectively by UGM, UPI,
OUM, UTM, USSH Ho Chi Min VNU, VNU,and USM. Over all comment given was variated, for example: 1) learning outcome
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developed should explicitely include technology; 2) suggested using 10Cs in Learning outcome than 4Cs; 3) try to connect active
learning and active society; 5) choose more variate type of knowledge and be more holistics. Workshop then continue, using CARE
template given each university partner try to develop lesson plan and all presented. One point noted, this lesson plan should describe
connection between SDGs curriculum and state curriculum. Following this activities, there was presentation peer-reviwing feedback of
revised undergraduate courses applying DeCoRe plus Methodology given by Dr. Nicoletta. Reflectice questions were shared to analyze
the syllabus developed, so all partner university learnt how to integrated SDGs in the courses.
In this 2nd days, participants ask permission to change noon session in to afternoon. So there is break from 13.30 until 17.30 and next
sessions was started at 17.30.
In afternoon session there was session for Infusing the Student-Driven Lesson Plans into the Revised Undergraduate Courses. In
this phase, workshop was continue and the objectives was infusing the studen-driven lesson plans developed by subjects teacher
(Mathematics, Natural Science, Social Science, and also Language & Arts) in to the revised undergraduate course. Process started by
analyze learning outcome of the undergraduate courses and the activities design, identified which SDG more suitable, analyze the school
subjects curriculum and try to match those. Each university partner then give short reflection about the task, respectively by UPI, UGM,
OUM, UTM, VNU, USSH Ho Chi Min VNU, and USM. SDG choosen by each university partner was varied depend in to type of
courses. In this process we should be careful make decision to which school subject lesson activities SDG that design in learning
outcome of the course would be infused.
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Figure 3. University partner presentation session
In 3 days (12 January 2020) was started by session of Establishing ICT-blended Learning Lab/Tools and LMS. The objective of
this phase was expanding specific topic in to courses module. Template of module was given. 14 weeks topics should be broken down in
to 5 or 6 modules. One point was noted that learning activities and assignment should be develop across module. Each module was
decribe course identity (course name, specific topics of module, Overview of the topic, Aim, Learning outcome, units (chapter), Reading,
and overview of learning activities. Each university partner was try to develop modules design and presented the results. Respectively
presentation was done by UGM, USM, UPI, UTM, VNU, USSH Ho Chi Min VNU, and OUM. Some point noted were: 1) each of
university partner should be involved component of pedagogy process (activation, engagement, reflection, and communication) in
learning activities; 2) SDG case and ICT should be careful infused. After that session all university partner followed Organising
Inservice Teacher Training and Centers for Training session. In this phase, each partner university present the planned (location, list
of school, list of ICT educators at school, and participants training amount, techniques) of in service teacher training program to be
implemented. According to the plan, each partner university show varied program. Comment that’s given to university partner was
different depend in to their plan description. Some point note in this phase were: 1) each partner should be take account between different
area; 2) each university partner should be considered about amount of participants and the equipment which were availble. Finally, last
days was closed by session of Managing Staff Employment and Traveling. In this last phase, some issues were discussed. Start from
the completeness document needed ( time sheet); 2) finance organisation according change in equipment needed; 3) strategy for
university partner that did not have e-learning facilities; 4) Technique to collect all research document. Project coordinator emphasize
that all decisions must be taken based on existing guidelines.
rd
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Figure 4 Workshop sessions
G. Conclusions and Evaluations
The presentation and discussion of the university partners as well as review, feedback, and guidance from Project
coordinators Prof. Vassilios Makrakis, Assistant of Project coordinator Prof Nelly Kostoulas, and reviewers team (Dr Niklea
Eteokleous, Dr. Nikoletta Christodoulou, and Dr Aravella Zachariou) directed university partner committed elaborated deeper
on the processes and practices of ICTeEfS research project. All activities in the ICTeEfS 2nd Training and Workshop
supported all university partners developed their capacity building as prospective trainers.
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ASSESSMENT OF 1ST AND 2ND MANAGERIAL MEETINGS AND TRAINING WORKSHOPS
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
/STATISTICS=STDDEV MEAN SUM
/BARCHART FREQ
/ORDER=ANALYSIS.

Frequencies
Statistics
CAPACITY
ACQUIRED TO

N

IMPACT OF

IMPACT OF

KNOWLEDGE

WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP

ADDITIONAL

COORDINATION

USEFULNESS OF

AND

PRESENTATIONS

ACTIVITIES FOR

NEEDS FOR

AND

COMMENTS AND

UNDERSTANDIN

FOR CAPACITY

CAPACITY

FUTURE

ADMINISTRATIO

FEEDBACK

G ACQUIRED

BUILDING

BUILDING

WORKSHOPS

N

PROVIDED

Valid

COPE WITH

45

45

44

45

45

45

0

0

1

0

0

0

Mean

4,4222

4,3333

4,4545

,8444

4,3333

4,6667

Std. Deviation

,58344

,52223

,50369

,36653

,60302

,47673

Sum

199,00

195,00

196,00

38,00

195,00

210,00

Missing

Frequency Table
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KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING ACQUIRED
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

MODERATELY INCREASED

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

2

4,4

4,4

4,4

INCREASED

22

48,9

48,9

53,3

HIGHLY INCREASED

21

46,7

46,7

100,0

Total

45

100,0

100,0

IMPACT OF WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS FOR CAPACITY BUILDING
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

MODERATELY STIMULATING

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

1

2,2

2,2

2,2

STIMULATING

28

62,2

62,2

64,4

HIGHLY STIMULATING

16

35,6

35,6

100,0

Total

45

100,0

100,0

IMPACT OF WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES FOR CAPACITY BUILDING
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Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

EFFECTIVE

24

53,3

54,5

54,5

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE

20

44,4

45,5

100,0

Total

44

97,8

100,0

9,00

1

2,2

45

100,0

Total

ADDITIONAL NEEDS FOR FUTURE WORKSHOPS
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

NO

7

15,6

15,6

15,6

YES

38

84,4

84,4

100,0

Total

45

100,0

100,0

CAPACITY ACQUIRED TO COPE WITH COORDINATION AND ADMINISTRATION
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

MODERATELY IMPROVED

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

3

6,7

6,7

6,7

IMPROVED

24

53,3

53,3

60,0

HIGHLY IMPROVED

18

40,0

40,0

100,0

Total

45

100,0

100,0
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USEFULNESS OF COMMENTS AND FEEDBACK PROVIDED
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

USEFUL

15

33,3

33,3

33,3

HIGHLY USEFUL

30

66,7

66,7

100,0

Total

45

100,0

100,0
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87

88

89

90

91

92

